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Beyond just teaching academics in schools, one can foster students’ development in their relationships, 
identity, emotional skills, and overall. Coping with the fast pace learning and the world becoming a small 
connected community due to digitalization, a school child needs to keep abreast with the developments. 
Anything facilitating the betterment of a child is promoting his / her mental and physical health.  

We at St. Thomas College have taken it as our onus to partner with the school and foster the school 
students in whatever small way possible. Even a small step towards positivity is a huge gain for the 
coming generation. 

St. Thomas College has been over the years been partnering with the schools mostly in Durg district, but 
elsewhere also, as a continuing institutional best practice, specially the Govt. run schools, in the areas 
specified below. 

Integrated Partnership: College and School



6. Curricular Application 
Dissemination Volunteers

8. Flourishing Mental Health

1.Teach self Advocacy:  
Learn to say NO.
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2. Long term Goals : 
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Best Practices



1) Teach self-advocacy: Learn to say NO. 

Students need to learn to speak for themselves and 
to stand up to their values, negotiate with their 
peers, teachers and other adults. 

In line with this objective, St. Thomas College, Bhilai
conducts various programme like “Safety comes with 
Awareness” at Government schools,  to generate 
awareness about topics like Good touch & Bad touch. 

This is done to teach the children Self-advocacy, that 
is the ability to speak up for what you need. Being a 
good self-advocate helps child academically and 
socially. Self-advocacy helps to empower a child, to 
speak-up for oneself and to make decisions about 
ones life. 

Click Here for Videos 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6CUifi3aWJg

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6CUifi3aWJg


2) Long Term Goals: Choosing Career

Teachers need to equip the child with all recent trends, 
current developments in different streams, demands of 
the time and financial prospectus giving priority to the 
child’s capabilities. Parental dreams and expectations 
may not be in line with the need of the child. An expert 
in an area of vocation or a counselor can help a child 
sail through conflicting choices. Faculty of different 
discipline go to schools and the possible vocation in 
their zone of expertise are informed to the students. 
The path to be taken to reach the final goal is talked 
about. Students self-assess themselves with the help of 
standardized psychometric tests of vocational and 
educational interest, to get a clear perception of their 
innate strength. Domain of vocational interest includes 
self-assessing the aptitude, ability, interest, analytical 
skill, work style and personality. These areas are 
clinically tested along with educational interest on one 
on one basis. Career counseling is very important for 
higher secondary students but the groundwork start 
during high school.

Click Here for Videos 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nJdhChqEKcE



3) Language & Phonemics Skills

Language development is a critical part of child 
development. It supports your child's ability to 
communicate, and express and understand feelings. 

St. Thomas College attempts to empower the students of 
near by Government School by teaching the Primary and 
middle school students learn the sounds each letter make 
and how a change in of letters changes a word’s meaning. 
Effort is made to encourage the students to pronounce 
correctly both familiar and unfamiliar words and to learn 
how to use words in meaningful contexts and stories. In a 
workshop mode these sessions are done.

Phonics awareness gives children a head start with any 
Language. The result of teaching Phonics is better overall 
development of reading and writing skills. Language well 
spoken gains a person confidence. Phonics is an 
important tool for selection process  employability.’



4) Architects of familial well being 

The “generation gap” between parents and adolescents is real 
to the degree that each grows up in a different historical time 
and culture. It is a function of normal social change. Faculty of 
the college have been going to many schools and address the 
parents to bridge the gap of ideologies between generations. 
This becomes more targeted when dealing with senior school 
students and their parents, where clash of ideologies happen in 
almost all areas, whether choosing field of higher education or 
study time, or usage of gadgets. Workshop for parents are also 
conducted where exercises are done using participative 
techniques. Many times separate sessions are done for parents 
and children and then they are brought together, to highlight 
the discrepancies in perception. Corrective measures are then 
discussed. The onus of societal mental health is on the new 
generation, who in turn are governed by the older generation. 
Parents are the primary caregivers and have the greatest 
impact on the children’s life. 



5) Mentoring the Mentors

Collaboration is the word of the 21st century in education. 
Teachers have multiple roles to perform nowadays. To fulfil 
their roles professionally, teachers need to be competent in 
their responsibilities towards their students inside and 
outside the classroom. 

Faculty of the college have been conducting Capacity 
Building Programme (CBC) for school teachers highlighting 
on topics like Academic Procastination- A bane for 
Students, and Teaching skills in Teaching-Learning Process, 
Learning Styles, Methods of Teaching, Active Learning 
Method, Stages of Human Development etc. As educators, 
we are always looking for new ways to work with other 
professionals like school teachers. It is a two-way process 
and a Win-Win situation for all. The grooming of the 
teachers positively impact the student development and 
that comes back to the higher education institutions when 
well-groomed students join the institute.

Click Here for Videos 
https://youtu.be/8RManAge3MI

https://youtu.be/8RManAge3MI


6.Curricular Application Dissemination Volunteers

All discipline subject matters have many perspectives. 
As higher education professionals, the faculty and PG students 
of the college have always shared platform with the school 
teachers in sharing their point of view on many curricular 
aspects of school education. Many a times subjects like ecology 
and environment are promoted by St. Thomas College and 
awareness is spread among school students. Focus on the 
applied aspects of school curriculum is also given by the 
college volunteers. Topics like community and personal 
hygiene, money transaction, bank debit-credit process, 
balanced diet are some of the areas on which school children 
are guided. On demand of the school, topics from their 
syllabus are also taught.
School children are very receptive and like a sponge they 
absorb many much more than we think they can. Application 
of the theoretical aspects are the real learning for students. 
Topics like environmental education in young people develops 
a firm ecological mindset.

Click Here for Videos 
https://youtu.be/ndpS1kDoo7c

https://youtu.be/ndpS1kDoo7c


7. Behind the curtains

Our altruistic efforts need not be in frontline as a glaring 
examples for all to see. True altruism emits from work done 
behind the curtain. Organization like Akshaya Patra is 
soundlessly working in our city catering to healthy midday 
meals of government schools and their work needs to be 
appreciated. 
St. Thomas College always join hands with this organization 
in their efforts and contribute in whatever small way we can
to understand the joy of giving. Meals (yearly expense) of 
some school students are sponsored by the students and 
faculty of the college. Students go for shram daan to work in 
the kitchen of the Akshaya Patra. 

Here the efforts of the college is not done directly in a school 
but the whole exercise percolates down to the betterment of 
school students.  Efforts are taken to  keep the school 
students physically healthy by providing wholesome food 
and we want to contribute  a small part in this endeavour.

“ Good deed should be done with an intention 
and not for attention 



8. Flourishing the Mental Health: 

Boosting student mental health  is not only needed to support 
their psychological well being, they are also an important part of 
academic success and retention capacity of the student. We have 
to look forward to a kinder and more inclusive society.

St. Thomas College has been partnering with the schools, both 
regular schools and schools  for students with special needs by 
organizing activities that bring smiles on the faces of the 
students. The college in some cases collaborates with NGOs like 
Golden Empathy  Foundation to offer a helping hand together. 

This targeted intervention  boosts mental health in a positive 
way. Extracurricular activities like drawing, painting, games, quiz 
etc are conducted to lighten the young shoulders from the 
academic burden

Click Here for Videos 
https://youtu.be/6XZjveu5hCU
https://youtu.be/wIaegs85F6I
https://youtu.be/UoV_O0hKjCM

https://youtu.be/6XZjveu5hCU
https://youtu.be/wIaegs85F6I
https://youtu.be/UoV_O0hKjCM


9) Know yourself

IQ Testing - An intelligence test can uncover valuable 
information about cognitive abilities that assist the teacher 
in helping the child develop his or her full potential. 

The P.G students under supervision of the departmental 
faculty visit govt. schools and conduct intelligence tests on 
higher secondary students as well as primary students. 
Standardized psychometric tests are used for the testing. 
Questionnaire methods are used for the senior students 
and performance tests, a type of puzzle solving method is 
used for primary students. 

The IQ levels are discussed with the teachers of the school. 
Weak students are identified and remedial steps to be taken 
are discussed. Advanced learners are also given special 
guidance that about their capabilities. Professional 
counselling is done seeing the inclination and aptitude of 
the students. In senior classes future line of academics and 
professional direction can be ascertained by the IQ scores.



10. Enhance Tech Integration

The college organizes Digital literacy program that aims to 
transform the way students learn by empowering them with 
technology skills to succeed in their future. Kids have to learn 
to use new technologies appropriately and safely.
To Promote Digital Literacy the college organizes various 
programs at two levels.

First is the inhouse experience where every year the students 
of Government Primary Schools are   given access to the 
facilities of hundreds of computers in Computer Lab of the 
college, where they spend time learning about the basics of 
Computer. Guidance of basic mathematics like Addition, 
Subtraction, comparison of Fractions are also given to 
strengthen the mathematical mind.

The onsite facilitations are the second proactive  initiative 
taken by the college as a continuing programme.  Here the 
PG students under the guidance of faculty visit higher 
secondary schools of the district. The students are given 
awareness of the modalities of MS – Office like MS word PPT, 
Excel etc. in an  effort to promote digital literacy.

“ Volunteers are not paid; not because they are 
worthless, but because they are priceless.”


